ZedAI telcon 20090608

From zedwiki

**Note:** this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=6&day=08&year=2009&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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**Present**

Markus (scribe), James, Ole, Josh, Sam, Per, Boris, Kenny, Marisa

**Regrets**

**Previous Telcon**
Action Items

New

- markus bring forward missing lingering action items from previous telcons
- markus add all math issues clearly to tracker
- all: reality check at next week telecon: revisit iteration end date vs deliverables.

[see further below]

Brought along

- Dennis/Josh contact QTI and ask about replacing the HTML with host language text content set.
- Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade, these values are considered author-level"
- Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue

Agenda/Minutes

Iteration kick-off

- Review of Iteration Deliverables and our issue tracker buddies (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/list)
- Fill in any missing items
- First steps for subgroups

A big part of the Iteration Deliverables list are about upping profile and features one version notch.

Notes on other items, identified to be the first we address in this iteration:

Core model defined as schema

@markus (schema), then @james (spec)

Periodicals

@kenny with subgroup. Target is to get version 0.1 out by end this iteration.

Kenny: do we include science journals?

Markus: yes, science is covered through the feature construct.
Kenny: this is mostly about extra semantics at the document level. We also have the concepts identification at Wiki.

Kenny: note on Feeds profile - would benefit from examples from all usage contexts.

Ole: should be a combination of RD prose and examples.

**Generic document profile**

@sam work on some sample docs

**Math feature**

@dennis owns outstanding MathML issues.

@markus add all math issues clearly to tracker

**Content Selection Feature**

@Per help with content selection feature function set definition.

**Spec and primer documents**

@james working on spec TODO list

**Profile Composition Guidelines**

Markus: propose that this should be: Profile Adaption Guidelines and include a section on how to adapt an existing profile using vocabs, role and rdf/a.

However, this is not a high prio in this iteration.

**Issue tracker entries**

**MODS issues**

@Matt to look at issues 47-49

**Annotation, object et al**

@Boris owns issue 39; propose a solution.

**Schemadoc markup examples**
@markus send thoughts to Per on how to integrate this @all welcome to help out with element and attribute documentation

**Forms feature**

@Josh more examples

Josh: plan to do entire student workbook; using book profile. Will try to get permission.

James: can we find some government publication, something with a worksheet?

@josh to look for such documents, use genericedocument profile
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